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------------- HashMe is
a file integrity tool. It
can be used to check
the integrity of a file
(like a document,
image, or video) or to
see whether a file has
been changed. If a file
has been changed,
HashMe will output a
new hash. HashMe runs
on Windows XP,
Windows Vista,
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Windows 7, Windows
8 and later, and other
Microsoft Windows
flavors, including
Portable versions of
Windows. HashMe
supports the SHA-1
and SHA-256
algorithms. HashMe
supports embedded
hash signatures.
HashMe supports
unicode data. HashMe
supports Unicode
strings that contain any
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characters. When
creating hashes,
HashMe will strip the
trailing CR and the
leading LF from the
file. HashMe supports
a maximum of 128
files. HashMe supports
embedded hashes for
binary files. HashMe
supports embedded
hashes for text files.
HashMe supports
embedded hashes for
archives. HashMe can
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be run in two modes:
stand-alone mode and
service mode. In stand-
alone mode, HashMe
does not require a
network connection to
complete the process.
HashMe in service
mode can be used to
produce hashes for
files that reside on
remote machines.
HashMe in service
mode can be used to
produce hashes for
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files that reside on
remote machines.
HashMe in service
mode does not require
a network connection.
HashMe in service
mode supports
embedded hashes for
binary files. HashMe in
service mode supports
embedded hashes for
text files. HashMe in
service mode supports
embedded hashes for
archives. HashMe in
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service mode can use
both the MD5 and the
SHA-1 hashing
algorithms. HashMe in
service mode requires a
network connection to
complete the process.
HashMe in service
mode supports a
maximum of 128 files.
HashMe supports
unicode data. HashMe
supports Unicode
strings that contain any
characters. HashMe
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supports binary files.
HashMe supports text
files. HashMe supports
text files. HashMe
supports text files.
HashMe supports text
files. HashMe supports
text files. HashMe
supports text files.
HashMe supports text
files. HashMe supports
text files. HashMe
supports text files.
HashMe supports text
files. HashMe supports
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text files. HashMe
supports text files.
HashMe supports text
files. HashMe supports
text files. HashMe
supports text files.
HashMe supports text
files. HashMe supports
text files
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This function calculates
the keyed MAC,
generated using the
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SHA-2 family of hash
functions, including
SHA-224, SHA-256,
SHA-384 and
SHA-512, and with a
HMAC output key.
The HMAC algorithm
is specified in the RFC
2104. HyperDoctor is a
tool which scans your
system for any
malicious activity, such
as rootkits, backdoors,
Trojans and adware. It
displays an analysis of
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the security of your
PC, such as Malware,
network ports, user
logins, processes, RAT
and password hashes. It
is able to detect and
remove many types of
malicious software and
can monitor network
connections, block
network traffic, and
prevent malicious
processes from
starting. HyperDoctor
has a built in Anti-
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Virus program, which
can be activated to scan
for viruses.
HyperDoctor can also
remove malware,
rootkits and backdoors
from your system using
advanced tools such as
the Universal Malware
Removal Tool
(UMRT), the MSE
Emulator, the
MalwareBytes cleanup
tool and a popular
method known as
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process cleaning.
Protect Your PC from
Scrapes and Spying
Anti-Malware and Anti-
Spyware Block
Invisible Programs
Block Spying Software
Quick Guide to
Scrapes Malicious or
Spyware programs can
spy on your internet
activity, collect
personal information,
and steal sensitive data
from your computer.
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Scrapes are the single
most common cause of
computer infection.
Here is how they work:
Your computer
contacts a malicious or
spyware program on a
network, such as the
Internet. The program
saves your personal
information, such as
your keystrokes, and
downloads new
programs to your
computer. The
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programs hide
themselves on your
computer, making
them very hard to
detect. They can also
hide in a simple
background program,
which allows them to
quietly perform their
malicious functions.
Most users are not
aware of the presence
of spyware or scrapes,
and cannot detect
them. Most spyware
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and scrapes remain
completely undetected
until the user is
infected. Once the
computer is infected,
you are at the mercy of
the program, and may
not be able to remove
it, or even recognize its
presence. 1d6a3396d6
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HashMe 

========== HashMe
is an easy to use
program that can assure
you of the integrity of
your files, by
generating a hash,
according to one of the
following algorithms:
MD5, SHA1, SHA224,
SHA256, SHA384 or
SHA512. HashMe runs
from the Command
Line and allows you to
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choose one of the
multiple supported
algorithms that enable
it to create hashes for
files. You can type
"-help" in the
Command Line in
order to view all the
functions that HashMe
can perform.
Furthermore, the
application can
generate an additional
file that can verify the
original state of your
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file. HashMe on
Github:
=============
HashMe on Google
Play: ============
========= HashMe
on GitHub ========
========== I've
written a small
Windows Console app
to do just that. It's not a
plugin but a stand-
alone Console app, and
it can be used in a
variety of different
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ways: - As a plugin for
other applications
(Visual Studio,
Eclipse,...) - As a stand-
alone application - As a
tool for generating
secure-random
numbers - As a tool for
testing a host for
security issues (e.g.
remote desktop)
Description
========== The
program creates secure
random numbers for
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file hashes and a test
file that can verify the
original state of the
file. The Random
Numbers are created
by the RNGCryptoServ
iceProvider that is
available on the
Microsoft.NET
Framework, and the
generated output is
saved in the log file. In
addition, the output can
be sent to the console.
The application can
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generate a secure
random number for the
application and a test
file that can verify the
original state of the
file. Installation
=========== You
can download the
source from the
download page How to
use it ============
Create a new project 1)
In Visual Studio, add a
new Console
application 2) Set the
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Target Framework to
".NET Framework 4.0"
3) Add the required
references
(Microsoft.NET.SDK
(for the RNGCryptoSe
rviceProvider), System.
IO.Compression, Syste
m.IO.Compression.File

What's New In HashMe?

HashMe is a simple
and easy to use
application designed to
generate a hash of a
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file. HashMe runs from
the Command Line and
allows you to choose
one of the multiple
supported algorithms
that enable it to create
hashes for files. You
can type "-help" in the
Command Line in
order to view all the
functions that HashMe
can perform.
Furthermore, the
application can
generate an additional
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file that can verify the
original state of your
file.
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System Requirements For HashMe:

Minimum: OS: Mac
OS X 10.4 or later
CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo
or better Memory: 2
GB RAM Graphics:
OpenGL 2.1 or better
(for first person view)
DirectX: 9.0c Hard
Drive: 15 GB HD
space Sound Card:
Built-in sound card
required
Recommended: OS:
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Mac OS X 10.5 or later
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: OpenGL 2.1
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